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Maths

English

Science


PSHE

History

Geography Art

French

Computing

R.E.

P.E.

Music

Enrichment

YEAR 5


Summer 1


Brazil

Animals including humans


South America


Les quatre saisons (The four 
seasons)


Healthy Me
 Digital art - Romero 
Britto

Dance


Health and fitness


A life


Brazilian carnival

Geometry - Properties of shapes


Geometry - Position and 
direction


Number - decimals


 
Persuasion


Performance poetry 
Now Press Play

Non fiction texts about 

South America 


Journey to the river sea


The Explorer

Reading


English - Relative 
clauses


3D Sketchup


Pentatonic melodies




Year 5 Curriculum Overview

Geography History

Science

South America 

* Identify and locate countries in relation to the position and 
significance of latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern 

Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer 
and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle 

* Identify and describe why aspects are similar and different 
in terms of physical and human geographical features (Rio de 

Janeiro) 
* Describe and identify different climate zones around the 

world 
* know the names of and locate a number of South American 

countries  
* know key differences between living in the UK and a country 

in South America (Brazil - rainforests) 
* use maps and globes to locate the Equator and the Tropics of 

Cancer and Capricorn (Y3) 
* know how to use graphs to record features such as 

temperature or rainfall across the world  
* I know what is meant by the term, ‘tropics’. Scientific Enquiry


*I can plan different types of scientific enquiries to answer 
questions, including recognising and controlling variables where 

necessary.

*I can take measurements, using a range of scientific 

equipment, with increasing accuracy and recision, taking repeat 
findings when appropriate (Height measurements).


*I can record data and results of increasing complexity using 
scientific diagrams and labels, bar and line graphs.


*I can record data and results of increasing complexity using 
scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, scatter 

graphs, bar and line graphs.

*I can talk about and present findings from enquiries, including 

conclusions, causal relationships and explanations of how 
reliable the information is.


Scientific Knowledge

*I can describe the changes as humans develop to old age.



